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Peppa pig

Let’s meet Peppa’s family

Mumma pig
Daddy pig

George

Granny PigGrandpa pig

One morning, Mumma pig asked Peppa and George to buy
some pencils and erasers. Soon, it started raining.
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Pattern :- Standing line

It’s raining Peppa.
What should we
do now?

Dear George! I have
an umbrella but can
you see the rain
drops?
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In the market, they both met Pedro
Pony. He suggested to follow the path
to meet their friends.

Let’s play and complete the
pattern.
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Pattern :- Sleeping line



After returning home, Mumma pig gave few tasks to both
of them.
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Let’s play the treasure
hunt and write the
first letter of all the
pictures.

Yippee! This is my
favourite game.



Match the letter with the correct
picture.
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How many ducks can you see?

How many crabs can you see?

How many snails can you see?



George, can you count
and colour the correct
number?

Let’s do it.
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Now, Mumma pig was happy as Peppa and George completed
all their tasks.Then Mumma asked Peppa and friends to
plan George’s birthday party.

Today is George's
birthday. Let's plan
his birthday party. Wow!! Then let's plan

some games too.

Let’s colour the balloons red and
the dinosaur green.
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Match the
Opposites
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Circle the
smaller objects.
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Trace the circles with red colour
and squares with green colour.

Match the things which
you do to make your
planet Earth happy.
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Spot 3 differences
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Thank you Peppa Pig and family. It was so much fun learning
with you.


